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Abstract-- In this paper, we consider the following delayed periodic differential equation, 
x'(t) + V(t)x(t)x~(t - T(t)) : r(t), 
o(t) + ~-(t - ~(t)) 
which describes a ~dynamie disease' involving respiratory disorders. Using the method of coincidence 
degree, we first show the existence of a positive periodic solution. This result greatly extends the 
existing ones. Then, several sufficient conditions for the global attractivity of this periodic solution 
are established. These results are independent of each other and, in general, are much better than 
the existing ones. © 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Co inc idence  degree, Delay differential equation, Global attractivity, Periodic solu- 
tion, Respiratory dynamics. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
To describe a 'dynamic disease' involving respiratory disorders, Mackey and Glass [1] proposed 
the following model, 
x '  ( t )  = r - ~v .~x ( t )  x n ( t  - ~) 
# n+x n( t -7 )  ' (1.1) 
where x(t) denotes the arterial concentration of CO2, r, /~, 0 are positive parameters, r is a 
nonnegative delay and Vm denotes the maximum 'ventilation' rate of CO2. We refer to [2,3] for 
more details of the derivation and numerical study of this model. For results on the oscillation 
of positive solutions to (1.1) about the unique equilibrium and the attractivity of the unique 
equilibrium, we refer to [4,5]. 
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As we know, the variation of the environment plays an important role in many biological and 
ecological dynamical systems. In particular, the effects of a periodically varying environment 
are important for evolutionary theory as the selective forces on systems in a fluctuating envi- 
ronmental differ from those in a stable environment. Therefore, the assumption of periodicity 
of the parameters in the system (in a way) incorporates the periodicity of the environment. For 
a discussion of the relevance of periodic environments o evolutionary theory, see, for example, 
Pianka [6]. In view of this, Saker and Agarwal [7] recently studied the following modification 
of (1.1), 
~:' (t) + ~v (t) x (t) x '~ (t - mw)  = :~ ( t ) ,  (1.2) 
O~ + z~ (t - r r~) 
where m and n are positive integers, V(t) and A(t) are positive periodic functions of period w. 
They studied the existence of a periodic solution and the oscillation of other positive solutions 
to il.2) about the periodic solution and the attraetivity of the periodic solution. 
Because of the special delay in (1.2), which is a multiple of the period, the periodic solution 
of the case without delay remains to be a periodic solution for the delayed case. This is the 
approach to establish the existence of a periodic solution to (1.2) by Saker and Agarwal. As 
pointed out by Li and Kuang [8], more realistic and interesting models should take into account 
both the seasonality of the changing environment and the effects of the time delays, and hence, 
any biological or environmental parameter is subject to fluctuation in time. Therefore, it is 
unrealistic to assume that the delay is a constant, let alone a multiple of the period. Keeping 
this in mind, in this paper, we consider 
x' (t) + V (t) x (t) x'~ (t - ,- (t)) 
0 (t) + x'~ (t - ; (t)) = " (t), (1.3) 
under the assumption that 
n is a positive number, 
V(t), O(t), r(t) e C(R, (0, o~)) and z(t) e C(R, [0, c~)) are w-periodic, 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
In the sequel, we shall focus on equation (1.5). 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we show that (1.5) always has 
a positive w-periodic solution. This result extends that of Saker and Agarwal greatly. Since it is 
difficult, if not impossible, to find an invariant ~et to (1.5), the approach of Saker and Agarwai [7] 
is of no use here not because of the special delay there. Instead, we shall employ the powerful 
v (t) - r (t) y ( t ) ] .  
y' it) = u it) 1 + 0 (t) un (t - ~ (t)) 
where w > 0 is a constant. 
For the sake of convenience, for an w-periodic function f C Ci•, N), we introduce the following 
notations, 
f *= max f ( t ) ,  f .=  min f ( t ) ,  f=_ l - - /~f ( t )  dt. 
te[0,~] tc[0,,~] w do 
We will consider (1.3) together with the initial condition ¢ E C = {¢ C Ci[-v*,0],N +) : 
¢(0) > 0}. It is easy to see that equation (1.3) has a unique positive solution x(t), for ¢ c C. 
More precisely, for ¢ E C and to E R, there exists an x E C([t0 - r * ,  co), R+), such that Xto = ¢, 
x(t) > 0, for t >_ to and x(t) satisfies (1.3), for t > to. Here, as usual, when defined, xt e C 
is defined by xt(s) = x(t + s), for s E I-r*,0]. Because of this, we only need to consider these 
initial conditions ¢ e C, such that ¢(s) > 0, for s E I-T*, 0]. 
Since we only concern with positive solutions to (1.3), we make the transformation x(t) = 
1/y(t). Then, it follows from (1.3) that 
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method of coincidence degree to establish the existence of a positive periodic solution to (1.5). 
Then, in Section 3, we present some sufficient conditions for the global attractivity of the positive 
periodic solution. These results and the one obtained in [7] are independent of each other and 
ours may be better. Moreover, some gaps in [7] are pointed out and filled in. 
2. EX ISTENCE OF  POSIT IVE  PER IODIC  SOLUTIONS 
We shall make use of the method of coincidence degree to obtain the existence of a positive 
w-periodic solution to (1.5). For the sake of the readers' convenience, we briefly summarize the 
theory as below. 
Let X and Z be normed vector spaces. Let L : Dom L C X --+ Z be a linear mapping and 
N : X --* Z be a continuous mapping. The mapping L will be called a Fredholm mapping of index 
zero if dim Ker L = codim Im L < cc and Im L is closed in Z. If L is a Fredholm mapping of index 
zero, there exist continuous projectors P : X --+ X and Q : Z --~ Z, such that Im P = Ker L and 
Im n = Ker Q = Im ( I  - Q). It follows that L I Dom L A Ker P:  (I - P )X  ~ Im L is invertible. 
We denote the inverse of this map by Kp.  If ft is a bounded open subset of X, the mapping N 
is called L-compact on fl if QN(~) is bounded and Kp( I  - Q)N : ~ -* X is compact. Because 
Im Q is isomorphic to Ker L, there exists an isomorphism J : Im Q ~ Ker L. 
Let f} C [~'~ be open and bounded, f e Cl ( f},R n) N C(~,]R n) and y E R ~ \ f(Of} U S/), i.e., 
y is a regular value of f .  Here, S:  = {x e f}: Jr(x) -- 0}, the critical set of f ,  and 3/ is the 
Jacobian of f at x. Then, the degree deg {f, f}, y} is defined by 
deg{f,  fl, y}= E sgn J f (x ) ,  
~ef-l(y) 
with the agreement that T0  = 0. This will be the case in the sequel. In fact, we will only 
encounter a differentiable function from a one-dimensional Banach space (which is identified 
with its equivalent Banach space R) to itself and its regular value 0. For more detail about the 
degree theory, we refer to the book of Deimling [9]. 
Now, we are ready to state the continuation theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. CONTINUATION THEOREM. (See [10, p. 40].) Let L be a Fredholm mapping of 
index zero and let N be L-compact on ~. Suppose 
(a) for each A E (0, 1), every solution x of Lx = ANx is such that x qf Oft, 
(b) QNx # O, for each x E Of} n Ker L, and 
deg{JQN, f}NKerL,  O} # O. 
Then, the equation Lx = Nx  has at least one solution lying in Dom L n ~. 
The following is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that (1.4) holds. Then, equation (1.5) always has a positive w-periodic 
solution. 
PROOF. Make the change, 
y (t) = exp (~ (t)).  
Then, (1.5) can be rewritten as 
V (t) (t) exp (u (t)). (2.1) 
u' (t) ---- 1 + 0 (t) exp (nu  ( t  - T (t))) - r 
Take Z = Z = {~ e C(m, ~t) : ~(t + w) = ~(t), for t e m}. For any ,  e X or Z, define 
II~IL = max,~E0.< l'4t)l. Equipped with the norm II" II~, both X and Z a~e Ba~ach spaces. For 
any u E X, because of the periodicity, it is easy to check that 
Y (t) 
~t ~ t ~ 1 + o (t) exp (nu (t - ~" (t))) - ~ (t) exp (~ (t)) e Z. 
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Let 
L :  DomL = {u c X :  u E C:  (~,1~)} ~ u ~-~ u' E Z, 
P:X~u~EX,  
Q :Z~z~SEZ,  
V (t) 
N:  X 9 it ~-~ I q- 0 (t) exp (n i t  ( t  - 7" (t) ) )  - r (t) exp (it (t))  e Z,  
where for any k E •, we identify it as the constant function in X or Z with the value k. Then, 
equation (2.1) can be reduced to the operator equation Lu = Nu. It is easy to see that 
Ker L = ]~, 
Im L = {z E Z : ~ = 0}, which is closed in Z, 
dimKer L = cod imImL = 1 < c~, 
and P,  Q are continuous projectors, such that 
Im P = Ker L, Ker Q =Im L = Im ( I  - Q).  
It follows that L is a Fredholm mapping of index zero. Furthermore, the generalized inverse 
(to L) Kp  : Im L --* Ker P • Dom L is given by 
1//// (Kp (z)) (t) = z (s) ds - - z (v) dv ds. 
~.) 
Thus, 1// (QNu) (t) = -~ A (u, s) ds, 
/o' :l/Jo" (K~ (Z - Q) Nit)  (t) = ~ (~, ~) d~ - - ~ (it, ~) d~ d~ O3 
where A(u, t) = V(t)/(1 + 0(t) exp (nu(t - T(t)))) - r(t) exp (u(t)), for u E X. Clearly, QN and 
Kp( I -Q)N  are continuous. For any bounded open subset f'l C X, QN((~) is obviously bounded. 
Moreover, applying the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, one can easily show that Kp(I  - Q)N((~) is com- 
pact. Therefore, N is L-compact on (~ with any bounded open subset ~ C X. Since Im Q = Ker L, 
we take the isomorphism J of Im Q onto Ker L to be the identity mapping. 
Now, we reach the point to search for an appropriate open bounded set ~ for the application 
of the continuation theorem. Corresponding to the operator equation Lu = ANu, A E (0, 1), we 
have 
[ V(t) _ r ( t )exp(u( t ) ) l .  (2.2) 
i t ' ( t )=f l  l+0( t )  exp (nu(t--T(t))) 
Assume that u E X is a solution to (2.2), for some A E (0, 1). Integrating (2.2) over the interval 
[0, w], we obtain 
fo ~ fo~ [ V (t) - r(t) exp (u(t))] dr. 0 = u' (t) dt = A 1 + 0 (t) exp (nit (t - T (t))) 
Hence, 
~0 ~ fo ~ V (t) dt = r (t) exp (u (t)) dt. (2.3) 1 + 0 (t) exp (nit (t - ~ (t))) 
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It follows from (2.2) and (2.3) that 
I~'(t)l dr_< l+0(t)exp (nu(t-r(t))) 
fo ~ V (t) dt < 2 V (t) dt = 2Vw, 
---- 2 1 ÷ 0 (t) exp (nu (t - ~- (t))) 
i.e., 
9~o ~ dt < 2Vw. (2.4) I- '  (t) l 
Since u E X, there exist ~, r/E [0,w], such that 
(~) = u. and u (7) = ~*. (2.5) 
From (2.3) and (2.5), we get 
/0 /0 fcoexp (u (()) = r (t)exp (u(())  dt <_ r (t)exp (u(t)) dt 
= 1 + 0 (t) exp (nu (t - r (t))) dt < V (t) dt = ~dw. 
Thus, u(~) _< lnlT"- ln~. This, combined with (2.4), gives 
u(t)<_u(~)+ ]u'(t)ldt<2~+lnf'-ln~:=H2, (2.6) 
for t E R. Again, it follows from (2.3) and (2.5) that 
V(t) ~ V (t) dt < dt 
l+O(t)exp(nH2)] w= 1 +0( t )exp  (nil2) - 1 + 0(t )exp (nu( / ; -  T(t))) 
J/ /0 = r (t) exp (u(t)) dt <_ r (t) exp (u (rl)) dt = ~exp (u(n)) .  
Thus, 
u (~) _> In 1 + O(t) exp(ng2)  - inf .  
This, combined with (2.4) again, gives 
fo ~ ( V(t) ~ - ln~-  2"Vw := H1 (2.7) u(t)>__u(~)- ]u ' ( t ) ]dt>_ln l+O(t)exp(nH2)] 
for t E R. It is clear from (2.6) and (2.7) that there exists an H > 0, which is independent of A, 
such that 
[]u[[~ < H whenever u E X is a solution to (2.2), for some A E (0, 1). 
It is easy to see that the equation, 
v(t) 
1 + O(t) exp(nH2) ] - Vexp (u) = 0, 
has a unique solution uo. Denote M = H + ]u0] and take ~t = {u E X : I[u[[~ < M}. It is clear 
that ~ satisfies Condition (a) in Theorem 2.1. When u E Of/M Ker L = 0fl n IR, u = =kM. Then, 
v(t) 
QNu -- 1 +O(t)exp(nH2)] -~exp (u) ~ 0. 
Moreover, it is easy to see that 
deg {JQN, gt M Ker L, 0} = -1  ~ 0. 
By now, we have shown that fl satisfies all the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Hence, Lu = Nu 
has at least one solution fi E DomL M ~. Set ~(t) = exp (~(t)). Then, ~ is a positive u-periodic 
solution to (1.5). This completes the proof. | 
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3. GLOBAL ATTRACTIV ITY  OF  THE PERIODIC  SOLUTION 
In the previous ection, we showed that (1.5) always has a positive w-periodic solution. In this 
section, we study its attractivity. For this purpose, we need some preparation. 
Consider the function f(x) = a/(1 + bx n) - cx ,  on [0, oc), where a, b, and c are positive 
constants. Then, f(x) = 0 has a unique solution ~, such that 
>0,  i f0 < x < :~, (3.1) 
f(x) <0,  i fx  > ~. 
Let Y2 and Yl be the unique solutions to V*/(1 + O,y '~) - r,y = 0 and 1I,/(1 + O*y n) - r*y -- O, 
respectively. It follows from (3.1) immediately that Yl __% Y2. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let y(t) be a noneventually monotonic positive solution to (1.5). Then, there 
exists a T E ]~, such that 
for t _> T. 
PROOF. Since y(t) is not eventually monotonic, there exists a To C R, such that y(t) attains 
relative maximum and relative minimum on (t, co), for any t >_ To. Let y(t) attain relative 
maximum at t > To. If y(t) > Y2, then, 
v(O v* 
O=y' ( t )  =y( t ' )  l+O( t )y~( t - ' r ( t ) )  - r ( [ )y ( t )  <y( t )  l+O,y~(t - -T ( t ) )  -r ,y2 , 
or V* 
0 < 1 + 0 .yn  (~ _ ~ i f ) )  - r .y2. 
This, combined with (3.1), implies that y(t - T(t)) < y:. Integrating (1.5) from t -- r ( t )  to t, 
we get 
in y --T(t)) _~(~) l+O(t) yn(t- -T(t) ) - - r ( t )y(t)  dt<_ -~(t) 
which gives y(t) < Y2. So, if y(t) attains a relative maximum at t > To, then y(t) < Y2. Thus, 
we can pick a T1 ~ T, such that y(t) <_ Y2, for t > T1. 
Now, let y(t) attain relative minimum at ~ > 7'1 + ~'*. Note that Y1 <_ yl since Y2 -> y2 and 
17,/(1 + O*(Y2) n) - r'Y2 <_ 0 by (3.1). If y(~) < yl, then 
[ v, _r,~(~)], 
0 = y' (~) > y (~) 1 + 0*v ~ (~ - ~ if)) 
and hence, 
V, 
0 > - r'y1. 1 + O*y ~ (~ - -  ~" ( s ) )  
Thus, y(~ - T(~)) > Yl by (3.1). Now, integrating (1.5) from ~ - ~-(~) to ~ gives us 
y($) f~  ( V(t) - r ( t )y ( t ) )  dt 
In y (~ _ ~ (~)) - -~(~) 1 + o (t) y~ (t - ~ (t))  
f~  ( V, r*Y2) dt > ( V, - r*V2) r* 
> O*(y2) ~ - 1+ 0* (Ye)'* - _~(~) 1+ 
since V,/(I -k O*(Y2) ~) - r'Y2 < O. Thus, y(~) _> ]11. So, if y(t) attains relative minimum at 
> TI q-T*, then y($) _> Y1. Now, the proposition follows immediately and this completes the 
proof. | 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Let y(t) be a positive w-periodic solution to (1.5). Then, 
]I1 <_ Y (t) <_ Y2, for t E R. (3.2) 
PROOF. If y(t) is not a constant function, then it is nonmonotonic. Thus, (3.2) follows from 
Proposition 3.1 and the fact that y(t) is periodic. Now, if y(t) = l is a constant function, then 
It follows that 
v (t)  - ~ (t)  l = o. 
l+O(t)l- 
V, V* 
- r * l<O< - r . l .  
l + O*l ~ - -- 1+ 0.1 ~ 
This, combined with the fact (3.1), implies that Yl _< I < Y2. Note that Y2 _> y2 and Y1 _< Yl 
since V./(1 + O*(Y2) ~) - r 'Y2 <_ 0 by (3.1). So, (3.2) holds and hence, the proof is complete. | 
DEFINITION 3.1. A function yl(t) is said to be oscillatory about the function y2( t ) if (yl ( t ) -y2  ( t ) ) 
has arbitrarily large zeros. Otherwise, yl ( t ) is nonoscillatory about y2( t ) . When y2(t) --- 0, we 
say yl ( t ) oscillates about zero or simply osciIlates. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let y(t) be a positive solution to (1.5), such that y(t) is oscillatory about a 
positive w-periodic solution y~(t) to (1.5). Then, there exists a T C [4, such that 
Y1 -< Y (t) _< ]I2, for t > T. (3.3) 
PROOF. If y(t) is not eventually monotonic, then (3.3) follows from Proposition 3.1. Now, assume 
that y(t) is eventually monotonic. Since y is oscillatory about yl(t) and yl(t) is periodic, it follows 
that there exists a T E R, such that 
(Yl), _< Y (t) < (Yl)*, for t > T. 
This, combined with Corollary 3.2, implies (3.3) immediately. This completes the proof. | 
REMARK 3.1. The fact that a function is oscillatory about a bounded function (in particular, a
periodic function) does not imply that the first function has relative extrema. Hence, the proof 
of Theorem 2.6 [7] is not mathematically rigorous. However, it can be proved as we did here. 
The following result is simple, but we single it out for future citation. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let a(t) and ~(t) be continuous and nonnegative functions, such that a(t) is 
bounded, r be a nonnegative constant. I f  u(t) is a nonnegative solution of 
~u (t) <__ -a  (t) u (t) + ~ (t) sup u (s) , t _> to, (3.4) 
\se[t-r,tl 
then / \ 
u(t) ~ e ~Mr}-ftto(-a(s)+~(s)eXp(aMr))ds { up u(s)~,  t to, 
\sE[to--r,to] ] 
where aM = supt_>to a(t). 
PROOF. For t > to, let Ilutl[ = supse[~_~,~] u(s). Then, (3.4) can be rewritten as 
d -~u(t) <_ -~(t)u(t) +~(t )  l l~ll, t >__ to. 
It follows that 
d (j:o~(~)d%(t)) < j:o~(S)d~(t)II~II 
dt  - ' 
t ~_ tO, 
(3.5) 
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and hence, 
j:o .(8)~% (t) <_ ~, (to) + f ef:o "(~)~'Z (s) IlusII ds < II~,,o II + f j4 ~(')~Z (s) I1~,~ II ds 
Jto dto 
for t > to. Then, for t _> to and 0 E [ -  min{T, t - to},O], we have 
or  
[t+o 
eS:o ~(~)es -~,  (t + 0) ___ e~,o ~(~) e% (t + 0) 
*o+o ef:o 
__ Ilu,o II + ~(~) d'z (s) II~,s II ds 
J to 
t 
-< II~to II + / e f:o '~(~) d~z (s) I1~'~ II ds, 
J t o 
(t + o) _ e ,o IlU~o II + 
It follows that 
f2 
or  
By Gronwall's inequality, we have 
eS:o ~(8)d8 Ib ,  II -< e ~ ' "  I1~'~o IIe f:° f~(8) exp("M"r)d8, t >_ to, 
or 
Ilutll ~ e"M~ Ilutoll e &(-~<s)+~(s)exp<~M~>>dS, t ~ to, 
Then, (3.5) follows immediately and hence, the proof is complete. | 
Now, we are ready to present he main results of this section. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Suppose that yl (t) and y2(t) are two positive solutions to (1.5) on [to - ~-*, cx)). 
The solution y2(t) is said to be asymptotically attractive to yl(t) ffl imt-.oo lyl(t) - y~(t)l = 0. 
Furthermore, y2(t) is said to be globally attractive if y2(t) is asymptotically attractive to all 
positive solutions to (1.5). 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose 
(nv  (t) o (t) (Y2)" ~ * 
Then, (1.5) has a positive w-periodic solution which is globally attractive. 
PROOF. By Theorem 2.2, equation (1.5) always has a positive w-periodic solution, say 9. Let 
y(t) be a positive solution to (1.5). We want to show that 
lim lY (t) - i) (t)l = o. (3.6) 
t -...*0o 
To prove (3.6), we write 
Then, it is sufficient o show 
y (t) = ~ (t) exp (z (t)). 
lira z (t) ---- O. (3.7) 
t---+O~ 
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Note that z(t) satisfies the equation, 
z' (t) = 
v( t )  
1 + 0 (t) 9 n (t - r (t)) exp (nz (t - r (t))) 
v (t) 
+ r (t) 9 (t) [1 - exp (z it))]. 
i + o (t) ~ (t - ~- (t)) 
(3.8) 
We distinguish two cases to show (3.7). 
CASE 1. y(t) is nonosdllatory about 9(t). Then, z(t) is not oscillatory. Without loss of generality, 
we assume that there exists a T 6 R, such that z(t) > 0, for t > T - r * .  Then, it follows from (3.8) 
that 
z' (~) < 0, ~ > :~. 
So, limt--.oo z(t) = a exists. If c~ ~ 0, then there exists a T~ > T - r*, such that z(t) > c~/2, for 
t > Ta and then 
Z ! (t) < i )  < o, 
for t > Ta. Integrating the above inequality from T~ to oo immediately gives a contradiction. 
Hence, a = 0, namely, equation (3.7) holds. 
CASE 2. y(t) is oscillatory about 9(t). Then, it follows from i3.8) that 
d 
d--t Iz (t)l = sgn (z (t)) z' (t) 
= v (t) 1 + 0 (t) 9 ~ (t - ~ (t)) exp (n~ (t - ~ (t)))  
- r (t) 9 (t)lexp (z (t)) - 11 
_ 1 
1 + O (t) ~n (t - r (t)) 
nV (t) 0 (t) ~;n (t -- r (t)) exp (n~ (t -- T (t))) [z (t -- "r (t))l 
- r (t) z2 (t) exp (~/(t))Iz (t)l, 
where ~(t--T(t)) lies between 0 and Z(t--T(t)), and ~/(t) lies between 0 and z(t). By Corollaries 3.2 
and 3.3, there exists a T 6 R, such that 
a nv  (t) e (t) (r~) ~ Iz (t - ~ ~.~it,,, - Iz (t)l < -~ (t) Yi I~ (t)l + -- -  - . .2  
dt - [1 +0( t )  (Yi) ] 
(3.9) 
for t > T. Hence, we have 
dtd ]z (t)l _< - r .Y1 Iz (t)] + \ (Yi)~] 2 ] \,e[sup.,t] ]z (s)l 
Since 
(~_y it) o _(t) (r2y)* r . r l  > 
\ [1 + 0 (t) (Y1)"I 2 
by Lemma 3.1 [11], there exists a 6 > 0, such that 
Izit)I ~-- (\s6[T--~'*,T]SUp IZ(S)l) e -a(t-T) , t>T .  
Thus, (3.7) holds. This completes the proof. | 
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THEOREM 3.6. Suppose 
~Y1 > n (2 )  exp (r*r*Yj i + O(t) exp(nH2) " 
Then, (1.5) has a positive w-periodic solution which is globally attractive. 
PROOF. The proof is the same as that of Theorem 3.5 up to (3.9). For convenience of presenta- 
tion, let L = exp (r*T*YJ and 
g (t) = nV (t) 0 (t) (Y2) n 
[1 + 0 (t) (y1)n] 2" 
Then, (3.9) can be rewritten as 
dt - 
By Lemma 3.4, for t > T, we know that 
b(t)] < L \~e[T-~ { sup.,T] b(s) 0 ef~(--~(~)r~+Lg(~))d~ 
where 
: L \sE[T-r ( sup.,T] Iz (8)[)e( fT+L(~-T)/~jw + fC'+k(t-T)/~Jw) (-r(s)Y1TLK(s)) ds
= Le(-eYI+LR)wk(t-T)/WJ ( sUP\sE[T-~'*,T] ]Z($)I) efc'+k(t-r)/~j~(-r(s)Yl+LK(s))ds 
<-- ne(-~Yl+LR)wk(t-T)/wJ \sE[T-~*,T] ( sup [z(s)l ) ef ~ LK(s)ds 
= Le(-~YI+LR)~k(t-T)/wJ+LR~ \se[T-r* ( sup ,T] Iz(8)l) ' 
denotes the largest integer less than or equal to (t - T)/w. Noting [(t - T)/w] > (t - T)/w - 1 
and -~Y1 + LK < 0, we get 
Iz(t)[--< LeeYlw÷(-eYI÷LI~)(t-T) \sE[T--'r*  sup ,T] [z(s)[) , 
which implies (3.7) immediately. This completes the proof. | 
REMARK 3.2. The proof of part (b) of Theorem 2.1 [7] is not complete. They only considered 
positive solutions to (2.3) which are not oscillatory about ~(~). In fact, it is easy to see that 
and hence, limt--.~ Iz (t)l = c~ exists. 
can be completed as in [7]. 
d 
d-7 Iz (t)l -< 0, 
If c~ ~ 0, then, z(t) is not oscillatory and then the proof 
REMARK 3.3. If T(t) = ~- is a constant function, then a little modification of the proof of 
Theorem 2.7 [7] will produce the following result. 
t>_T, 
t_>T.  
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THEOREM 3.7. Let r(t) = r be a constant function. Suppose that 
( f / )  lim f t  nV(s) O(s)(Y2) ~exp Y2 r(u) du ds< 2 [1 + o (s) - r  - -  (3.10) 
Then, (1.5) has a positive w-periodic solution which is globally attractive. 
In particular, if r -- row, for a nonnegative integer m, then (3.10) reduces to 
/0 ( f  ) "~ nV (s) 0 (s) (Y2) n exp Y2 r (u) duds  < 2' [1 + o (s) -m,o 
since 
ftt nV (s) O(s) (Y2) n ( f~ ) 
--m~ [l+0(s)(Y1)n] 2 exp 112 -m~r(u) du ds 
is independent of t. 
REMARK 3.4. The results in Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 are delay-dependent while the one in The- 
orem 3.5 is delay-independent. These three results are independent of each other. Obviously, 
our results, Theorems 3.5 and 3.6, are applicable to some more general situations. Moreover, in 
general, Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 are better than Theorem 3.7. 
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